CERTIFIED RECORD OF LAND CORNER MONUMENTATION

History of original corner establishment:

This corner was established by the GLO in 1879. They set a post and marked:

"A 20" Snag, N. 34° E., 56 links
"A 30" Snag, S. 47° W., 76 links

Description of corner evidence found:

I found a 3/4" pipe 20" above ground tied to an old post (no markings visible). Both witnesses are in place but distance calls seem to be to the faces rather than the center of the tree. The original scribing is still visible on the N.E. BT. I also found two BT's marked by H. Whitmore in 1962.

"16" Alder N. 59° W. 26 ft., Bark scribed "852 BT"
10" Fir N. 52½° E. 93 ft.,"

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner

I set a 2" x 30" Iron pipe with a flared bottom and a brasscap riveted to the top marked:

T.4S. R.9W.
S.32 / S.33
1971
O.L.S. 816

I tied to the existing BT's and placed new tags and painted red bands on them.

30" Snag N.34°E. 38½ ft. (37½ ft. to face)
40" Snag S.47°W. 51½ ft. (50 ft. to face)
10" Alder N.59°W. 260 ft., mkd "½ 32BT"
11" Fir N.48°E. 901 ft., (scar visible)

I erected a stone mound around the brasscap and reset the old post and pipe 2 feet South. I also set a 6' steel post with an "Attention" sign 3 feet North.

Witness:

Set this 27th day of September 1971

[Signature]

Register Professional Land Surveyor

Oregon July 17, 1972
Kenneth M. Wightman, P. L. S.